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BLACK & WHITE
The enemy has cut down all the power

 London south of the Thames is invaded
 Westminster is razed down to the ground

What’s that in the shadows
To form in defence across of the north

 
I can sign for 1, 2 or 3 or 4

 Get three weeks off in a year or more
Too much time to think, too little to do

Sense of humour's gone astray somewhere
 

Grey becomes black and white
 Is it true what they say?

 They turn the day into night
 

Grey becomes black and white
 Is it true what they say?

 They turn the day into night
 

Black and white becomes
In the shadows

 
A new kind of freedom

 Freedom's a chain
 Maybe I'll find love when there's nothing to do

 
Grey becomes black and white

 Is it true what they say?
 They turn the day into night

 
Grey becomes black and white

 Is it true what they say?
 They turn the day into night

 
Black and white becomes

In the shadows
 

A new kind of freedom
 Freedom's a chain

 Maybe I'll find love when there's nothing to do
 

Lyrics courtesy of Brian John Duffy / David Greenfield / Hugh Alan Cornwell / Jean Jacques Burnel
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MISS UNDERSTOOD
I don’t need no complications.
Let’s agree this from the…start

 
I won't be asking for promises
I’m sure I’ll break your heart

 
I don’t take no bullshit baby

Let’s agree this from the….start
 

I won’t be asking favours baby
I’m sure I’ll break your heart

 
When the nectar fires me

The other self starts to consume me
And all reason leaves me

Think before you mess with me
 

I don’t wanna be…
Miss Understood

 
Remember I hold all the aces baby

Let’s agree this from the…start
I won’t be asking forgiveness baby

I’m sure I’ll break your heart
 

I disguise it well, it’s crazy
But I cannot help myself

 
I wonder why I’m like this lately

But I enjoy the part
 

When the nectar fires me
The other self starts to consume me

And all reason leaves me
Think before you mess with me

 
I don’t wanna be…
Miss Understood

 
See I’m changing, rearranging

Can you see 
See I’m changing, rearranging

Can you see
See I’m changing, rearranging

Can you see 
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JUST LET IT BE
 
 
 

I say it’s love, that’s what I’m thinking
I can’t believe see, I said this word

I’ll say let’s never part
Walk straight into my heart, if you want to

 
Let’s swear that, everything we say, we mean it

I’m not worried, I will tell you all my secrets
I’ll say let’s never part

Walk straight into my heart….if you want to.
 

The moon returns a hidden glow, I feel so good about it
A balance of night and day, it’s the love and way I feel about it

You pull me back again
It’s the same refrain

Don’t disrupt I plea…Just let it be
 

You say it’s love, that’s what your thinking
I can’t believe see, you said this word

You say let’s never part
Walk straight into your heart, if I want to

 
Let’s swear that, everything you say, you mean it

You’re not worried, you’ll will tell me all your secrets
You’ll say let’s never part

Walk straight into your heart….if I want to.
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DOES IT MATTER WE CHOSE
 
 
 

It might even be you
I’m so unclear, It’s all just noise to me

Does it matter we chose
Busting loose with all the truths 

 
I might even lose you, in all this noise

Does it matter we chose
 

We’ve traveled a long road
Not driving on course, it’s all just stress 

Does it matter we chose
Hologram love and paradigms 

Whose so blind to read the signs, in all this noise
Does it matter we chose

 
You’ll blame somebody

 
I’m so unclear, It’s all just noise to me

Does it matter we chose
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I'M NOT THAT FOOL ANYMORE
 
 
 

When we said goodbye
Reflecting our dreams

But silver skies are mirrors
Crystalise our flaws

Pools we could drown
Contemplate our lives

Where trouble pursues me
I’m not that fool anymore

 
Happier at times

Punishing my words
And the bullet aimed at me

Shot down to the floor
But survived in a space

I’d shield the arrows….of fate
I’m not that fool anymore

 
I stand here and now

Forgetting those dreams
And silver skies on me

Recognise my flaws
This new bird has flown

Consolidate my life
And now trouble avoids me
I’m not that fool anymore
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FROM WHAT WE SAW
 

Tender is the night
When the world is just right

And we can feel it
And we’re gonna need it

 
We had no doubt

When we hear the shout
The teardrops are falling

And our love is ever soaring
 

But we have no say
It’s a closed door

And nothing will save you
From what we saw

 
But we have no say

It’s a closed door
And nothing will save you

From what we saw
 

I’d like to know you
Just like I know I should

The signs we can read them
And you know we’re gonna need them

 
When I think of the times

The distant dreams that shine
When love is never equal

Then perhaps I’ll see the sequel 
 

But we have no say
It’s a closed door

And nothing will save you
From what we saw

 
But we have no say

It’s a closed door
And nothing will save you

From what we saw
 

But we have no say
It’s a closed door

And nothing will save you
From what we saw
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THE GIFT WHICH KEEPS ON GIVING
 

Miles away, I knew you played a part
Over boarders across the land and sea

It’s a plastic world torn apart
It only breaks, it breaks my heart

 
In this shell you can hear the sea

With the sun in my hair, I don’t have a care
Lets do this…

The gift never lets me down, oh yeah
 

A connected soul, which lets me know
That all is good

With a gift, a real gift which keeps on giving
 

Perfect storm that rules my heart
Not a care in the world, my core reacts in a way

Which only leads me away
Now we’re a communion

 
I spare a thought to those unclear

When blessings a curse, I let it rise again
 

A connected soul, which lets me know
That all is good

With a gift, a real gift which keeps on giving
 

Miles away, I knew you played a part
 

A connected soul, which lets me know
That all is good

With a gift, a real gift which keeps on giving
 

I could easily go back, yeah that’s a fact
But then again, I’d be fooling you

I need to get this right
No second chance, you got me
I’m totally connected with you

 
A connected soul, which lets me know

That all is good
With a gift, a real gift which keeps on giving

 
A connected soul, which lets me know

That all is good
With a gift, a real gift which keeps on giving
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OUTSIDE TOKYO
 

Somewhere outside Tokyo
Invented time

Someone in a factory
Invented time

 
If people wanted proof to

Carry on they'd like to buy one
50 million watches with a

Strap to sell
50 million watches with a

Strap to sell
 

If people wanted proof to
Carry on they'd like to buy one

If they should ever sell out
 

That would be the end of (time)
Be the end of (time)
Be the end of time

 
Songwriters: Brian John Duffy / David Greenfield / Hugh Alan Cornwell / Jean
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I CAN'T LET GO
 

The sun is out
It’s Sunday morning

It’s enough…..to stop me calling
Is there a way

To forget you one day
 

I feel the loss
When the day loved died

All the pain and tears I cried
 

Well baby, I just can’t seem to let go
Oh…

I have feelings I just can’t let show
 

Well baby, I just can’t seem to let go
Oh…

I have feelings I just can’t let show
Oh…

 
The ghost of you

It keeps on calling
I really had…..no way of knowing

Is there a way
To forget you one day

 
I feel the loss

When the day loved died
All the pain and tears I cried
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WORK SO HARD
 

Push and pull, push me away 
Communication just drifts away

 
You glaze over, like you really baby I can’t take no more

What can I do, what’s the point, I can only take this so far.
 

We’ll agree, say goodnight
But in our minds, it’s still alive

Cuz when it comes down to you and I
Woah…It’s hard work

It’s Hard work
Hard work, hard work 

 
Deer in the headlights, contemplating…just contemplating……just contemplating

 
You live in white, I live in shade
Heaven knows how we parade

 
You glaze over, it's  like you really baby I can’t take no more 

What can I do, what’s the point, I can only take this so far.
 

We’ll agree, say goodnight
But in our minds, it’s still alive

Cuz when it comes down to you and I
Woah…It’s hard work

 
It’s hard work

Hard work…hard work…..oh
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YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO
 
 

The years roll by…….tell everyone
I guess it’s just the way it goes

 
The hope and fears…tell everyone

It’s life all said and done
 

My younger years…..felt everything
My life you know what to do

 
Thank you to all….for everything
Well it’s been a real good show

 
Oh baby, please let me down easy

 
How can I start….telling you

It’s hard to conceive, I made it…..this far
If I had my time again…I’d make sunshine instead of rain

 
I understand…..tell everyone

Heaven’s gate won’t open anymore
 

I’m happy here….shed everything
The final part is that you’re near

 
Remember this….tell everyone
Those blessed by an angels kiss

 
The friends I know…are dear to me

Your life you know what to do
 

So here’s to you…...and everyone
We know what we need to do

 
The friends I know…are dear to me

Your life you know what to do
 

How can I start….telling you
 

It’s hard to conceive, I made it…..this far
If I had my time again…I’d make sunshine instead of pain
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